Abstract: This paper presents numerical methods of modelling composites, which allow observation of fibre breaking during static loads without using invasive experimental methods. Our simulations are based on cellular automata, which is an alternative method to study behaviour of dynamical systems. We assume defects evolution in composite as a dynamical system depending on external and internal forces and properties of fibres.
Introduction
Using cellular automata (CA) discovered by Wolfram, 2002 and described by Ilachinski, 2002 , to modelling composite allow us observation of defects propagation in meso-and macroscopic length scale. We examine fibre breaking in tube samples of fibre reinforced composite with constant matrixfibres interaction.
Modelling of composite with Cellular Automata
Model of composite sample is presented in Fig. 1a and it corresponds with real samples of composite with carbon fibres and epoxy resin matrix presented in Fig. 1b . Experiments were described by Gasior, Sankowska, 2006 . Each long fibre is build with hundreds of cellular automata. Each CA has two possible states: 0-broken or 1-not broken. Under force F CA can break if force exceeds minimal value. Probability of breaking randomized for every cellular automata is compared with function of fatigue properties of single fibre described with Weibull distribution p(F i )=1−exp(−(F i /0.5) a ) presented in The behaviour of single CA building fibre is slightly different when it is a part of composite. Because of presence of matrix, given cellular automata in fibre can interact with other CA building adjacent fibres. Any broken fibre entails additional stress concentration in next fibres expressed by higher probability of breaking. If one cellular automata inside long fibre is broken, this fibre is weakened along and probability of breaking of other CA is reduced. Due to limited value of adhesive bond between fibre and matrix, the breaking probability for automata in close certain distance becomes 0. Probability of breaking depends also on interaction with fibres in neighbourhood with certain (correlation) radius. It increases when there are other broken CA in close range. Details are described in Aniszewska, Rybaczuk, 2009. 
Numerical simulations
Numerical modelling of composite allows controlling material structure, properties of fibres and matrix. The simulations were performed for the same size of specimen with various correlation radius and various velocity of force growth. At the beginning evolution of defects is absolutely random, what is presented in Fig. 3a . Finally defects group together, which is showed in Fig. 3b Exploring process of fibre breaking in tube samples of composite...
Developing localization and finite volume of specimen are responsible for the material failure. The final failure occurs very rapidly in volume small comparing to the volume of entire sample. Fig. 4 represents correlated defects containing at least 10 broken CA in neighbourhood, which are responsible for sample breaking.
Fractal characteristics of defects growth
Our final goal is formulating defects evolution in terms of fractals. Fractal geometry is able to describe the complexity of defects in composite, as in any other material, using fractal dimension and their size with fractal measure according to Mandelbrot, 1983 . In mathematical considerations the most important fractal dimension has been defined by Hausdorff and described by Falconer, 1990 . It can be applied to any bounded set and it is accompanied with fractal measure. At present time there isn't known algorithm allowing evaluation of Hausdorff measure and dimension, but there are alternative definitions of fractal dimensions. Box-counting dimension of set F is defined as:
is the smallest number of sets of diameter at most δ, which cover F. These sets can be also closed balls of radius δ or cubes of side δ. For our practical application we have defined box-counting pseudo-measure of F, called V D (F), as follows:
Calculation of box-counting dimension is implemented in FD3 program described by Myers, Sarraille, 1994 . Fractal characteristics calculated for a few samples are presented in Fig. 5 . Fractal dimension and pseudo-measure were computed for defects including at least 10 broken cellular automata. Defects evolution corresponds with fractal dimension and measure. The moment, when growing defect approaches macroscopic size is clearly visible as high increase of measure. which corresponds to the simultaneous change of state of very many fibres. The increasing radius causes higher volume of final failure, because defected area influences further situated fibres.
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Discussion
This paper presents partially results of our continuous work of examination defects evolution with dynamical systems methods. This approach lets us answer the question if defects growth can be chaotic.
